
to those who are emaciated, to those who suffer from hemorrhoids ; and
there are certain states in which coffee may be preferred, but these
ought not to be the sole drink of man. Fermented liquors, injudiciously
taken, produce diseased stomachs and livers, consumption, dropsy, mad-
ness ; and the prudent man, who fears that he may be betrayed into
excess, is perfectly right in shunning the means of mischief. But good
wine is a good cordial, a fine stomachic ; taken at its proper season it
invigorates mind and body, and gives life an additional charm. There
can be found no substitutes for the fermented liquors, to sustain the
mental and bodily labor which the artificial habits of society demand;
Temperance and moderation are essential to happiness; buta "total
abstinence " is unwise. Increased capability of encountering the ever-

varying agitation of life, is amongst the many good results which spring
from a well-regulated diet, in which the alcoholic preparations bear their
just proportion and adaptation.
"Ina climate of great vicissitude, where mind and body arc equally

liable to depression, something beyond a mere diluent is required ; and
it is better to acquire a regular habit of daily taking a sufficient quantity
for their support, than that there should be occasional fits of excitement
by the stimulus of drink, and then a consequent depression. When
there is a great activity of mind during the winter months there is a

necessity for a stimulus, which is hurtful during the summer. Tht> port,
the sherry, the ale, so proper at Christmas, and the cup of tea quickly
following it, must be exchanged, in summer, for the claret, or hock, or
the tea alone. The damp and uncertain states of the atmosphere of
this country, independently of other considerations, point out the neces-

sity of obtaining an artificial bodily beat. The glow and animation that
follow upon a proper stimulus are serviceable to man, more particularly
late in the day, when the nervous energy is somewhat exhausted ; for
the same quantity of fluid, if taken at a time of the day when it is not
required, will impair the health, and prevent the mind from exertion.
It is not indiscriminate wine or beer drinking that is to be recom-

mended, but a regular systematic beverage, at due intervals, and at
proper times."

EXCISION OF THE UPPER JAW\p=n-\FIRST TIME PERFORMED IN
AMERICA

To the Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
Dear Sir,—In the Medical and Surgical Journal for October 16, you
say, concerning the removal ofthe upper jaw, " This formidable opera-
tion was lately performed by Dr. Warren, of this city, for the first time
in the United States." This statement, Sir, contains an error which

Ïou will doubtless willingly correct. In the year 1824, Dr. David L.
Logers, of the city of New York (now Professor of Surgery of Geneva
College), successfully removed the upper jaw for osteo-sarcoma. The
details of the case, which was a most formidable one, may be found in
the New York Medical and Physical Journal, Vol. III. page 309. It
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is also alluded to in Cooper's Surgical Dictionary. Before this, smallportions of bone had been removed from the upper jaw by various sur-
geons ; but this was, I believe, the first time in the United States of
what may, with propriety, be called " the removal of the upper jaw."Two weeks ago Professor Rogers removed an adipose tumor from
the axilla of a woman, in presence of the medical class, which measured
twenty inches from its attachment to its base, and thirty inches in circum-
ference at its widest part. It weighed 16 pounds 10 ounces. The
natient has almost recovered. Respectfully vours.

Andrew Boardman.Geneva,N.Y.,Oct.22,1839.Geneva, N. Y., Oct. 22, 1839.

INFLAMMATION OF THE BRAIN
[Communicated for the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.]

In the summer of 1837, in the treatment of a case of inflammation of
the brain (a young man of full and plethoric habit, evidently constitu-
tionally predisposed; having lost two brothers of the same disease, eachof whom died very near that period of life at which he had arrived),I felt strongly impressed with the necessity of keeping the head in a
somewhat elevated position, in order, as Dr. Eberle says, to " favor the
return of the blood from the inflamed structure by the veins, and impede,in some degree, the access of the blood by the arteries, in consequenceof the additional resistance offered by the gravity of the blood to the
propulsive efforts of the heart."

I supposed an elevated position of the head would not only be for
the benefit of my patient, but add very much to his comfort. But in
this 1 was not a little disappointed—he never would suffer his head tobo elevated above the natural position of sleep in health, without com-plaining of increased pain in it ; but thinking it would be better for him,1 repeatedly advised him to maintain an elevation of the head to a con-
siderable degree. But he as often repeated his complaint ; till at lengthhis importunities were so urgent, I consented to allow him the most
quiet posture his resilcss bed would afford ; and he soon put himself in
an attitude, apparently, to enjoy quiet natural repose.On examining the patient, while the head and shoulders were a little
raised, 1 found the pulsations of the heart much increased in strength,and 1 believe in frequency ; which seemed to account for the increased
pain in the head. The thought then occurred to me, that the gravityof the blood of the ascending aorta, supposed to suppress, or diminish,the " propulsive efforts of the heart," might require the heart to act, if
not with increased motion, with greater strength and violence, and thus
convey a stronger throb or pulsation to the brain, which can hut augmentthe pain of the head, and more than counterbalance the good effects of
favoring the return of the blood in the veins.
My object in submitting the facts of the above case, is to obtain someinformation explanatory of the cause of the increased pain in the head,

on being raised ; and not to claim for the accompanying suggestion, aphilosophic principle or a physiological fact. I have more recently
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